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Abstract

The article is devoted to the topical problem of the multinational community – the state 
of interethnic relations and research on such relations in Russian historiography. It aims to 
describe the current state of the historiography of the problem itself. The author points out 
that events in this sphere always develop on the verge of historical and psychological fac tors, 
which requires increased attention and responsibility. The article also makes an attempt to deal 
with such aspects of the topic as the state of Russia's multinational consolidation, its economy, 
the sphere of culture, the conditions for the development of self-consciousness and national 
consciousness, the implementation of the principles of the democratisation of com munities, 
solutions to these problems in history by analysing papers having been published on the prob-
lem of national policy. The analysis of scientific works makes it possible to draw conclusions 
about the ongoing process of the satisfaction of the needs of citizens, the con solidation of 
national communities in the state with a view to solving their own everyday problems, devel-
oping self-consciousness and national consciousness, constructing new forms and "models" 
of working with the population. It is of prime importance to devise new social schemes for 
regulating national processes in the country and create such conditions, under which the mul-
tinational consolidation of the peoples of the Russian Federation would live comfortably.
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Introduction

In a multinational state, the problem of interethnic relations, which are at the core of national 
state policy, has always remained one of the priority directions both in the past and in modern de-
velopment of statehood, regardless of its orientation in politics, economy and culture.

Vectors of development of this sphere are very diverse, but in general they form an indepen-
dent direction of state policy. If we evaluate it as a whole, it is necessary, in our opinion, to con-
sider many issues that would allow to have a more complete idea of   its content, and the change of 
established stereotypes in order to understand the complex and contradictory picture of the mul-
tinational world. Here is the experience of institutionalization of the process, its implementation 
in this or that period, results and perspective. Of course, for analysis it is still necessary to turn to 
priority areas. It allows to apply the results to many other areas of existence of ethnic communities 
on the scale of the state and individual components.

If to consider the problem in general, the state national policy is a more capacious concept, and 
it is often interpreted in a wrong way. It is hardly possible to equate state national policy, which 
primarily involves state interests at the international level, including the sphere of management 
(development of territory, transport communications, development of various sectors of the na-
tional economy, education, trade, etc.), and politics of interethnic relations, that is, a policy of rela-
tions between peoples, groups of people living in the territory of one state. Of course, the second 
direction is narrower in its content and focus, but it extends to people belonging to different ethnic 
communities, identifying themselves with this or that people and state.

Interethnic relations are a component of the process of social development, which includes rela-
tions primarily between people related to their mentality, specificity, territory of residence, occupa-
tion, skills, work, traditions, customs as one of the most important components of the culture of the 
peoples of Russia, their original culture, level of education, literacy, degree of interaction with oth-
ers, goals and objectives. In our opinion, they are the most receptive and easily vulnerable sphere.

In this case, the policy becomes more precise, clearly understandable, and purposeful. It al-
lows not only to concentrate attention, but also to develop adequate administrative decisions and 
mechanisms for their implementation. Hence, all this implies a higher level of effectiveness of 
such a policy, the possibility of a more perfect orientation in determining the primary tasks in the 
development of this direction both at the state and regional scales.

Unfortunately, in the Soviet Union, and in the conditions of the existence of the Russian Feder-
ation, there are still attempts not to see this feature. In practice, the notion of "national state policy" 
can be tampered with the economy sector, the relations between ethnic communities in it, and the 
international aspect, which ultimately leads to a lack of positive results in both directions.

Interethnic relations are, first of all, the sphere of the state ideology, directed precisely at the so-
lution of such priority tasks as the consolidation of the population, the improvement of its position, 
the education of self-consciousness and national consciousness, the formation of patriotism and 
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cohesion of society. What is especially important in this situation is the wide involvement of repre-
sentatives of different ethnic communities in participating the governing of the state, socio-political 
work, the education of a culture of interethnic communication in the new conditions of existence of 
Russia, the formation of conditions for preserving the integrity of the country and its security.

In this regard, it is important to understand that from time to time it is necessary not only to sum 
up the development of the problem, but also to determine its new directions, which are connected 
with the economic sector and with the cultural development of the multinational community. The 
Russian historiography of the problem collapsed in conjunction with the ongoing processes in the 
sphere of state national policy.

Basic research of the problem on the eve of the 1990s

Research works of the problem on the eve of the 1990s of Yu.V. Bromley are rich [Bromley, 
1983; Bromley, 1987; Bromley, 1988; Bromley, Kozlov, 1987]. They differ in the breadth of the 
formulation of problems, assessments of what was done in terms of reassessing the state of inter-
ethnic relations in the state, and they also point to shortcomings in this direction. He did a lot to 
summarize implementation of national policies on a national scale.

In the late 1980s it became obvious that there was a need to reform the sphere of national state 
policy. There were some forecasts in this direction, assessments of the situation adequate to the 
conditions in which Soviet society was. Careful analysis of the situation was typical, especially in 
order not to damage the main thing – the restructuring of the state, and in accordance with this the 
process of democratization of the multinational community.

Proceeding from the above mentioned premises, the main efforts were focused on the national 
component with the aim to solve the issue of harmonization of interethnic relations, increasing the 
role of the republics in the life of the state, the importance of ethnic minorities, and eliminating the 
emerging contradictions on the interethnic ground. It was not by chance that the wider application 
of the principle of the internationalization of society was recommended in practice.

However, five years later, this idea, due to certain reasons, had to be abandoned, and in this di-
rection the principle of globalization of processes became the defining one. It should be noted that 
scientists warned society against all sorts of twists and turns. This also involved a total rejection of 
the prevailing stereotypes in national politics. It was hardly necessary to completely disassociate 
from certain relations in it. Unequivocally, the matter was in those fundamental changes that ethnic 
communities underwent.

The new Russian multinational community did not refuse from the experience that was accu-
mulated during the formation of the nation under the collective name "Soviet people". With regard 
to this issue, a certain difference was primarily in the time cut. Still, the first concept was formed 
over half a century, the second one was attempted to be introduced into the consciousness of soci-
ety in two decades. As a result, Russian society was not ready for such steps.

http://publishing-vak.ru/history.htm
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The conclusion is obvious: it is necessary to ripen the idea in the mind, rather than imposing 
it. These actions are measures to regulate national processes and call for the need to improve this 
direction, its new content, the development of new mechanisms that include, first of all, the elimi-
nation of negative phenomena in the life of ethnic communities, the achievement of equal rights 
for peoples, and comprehensive economic and cultural development. An important component of 
these processes, of course, will be national-state construction in new conditions of the existence of 
statehood – the Federation of the Russian republics, market relations.

The analysis of scientific works before the new state of Russia (early 1990s) also makes it 
possible to determine what still did not take place in the sphere of interethnic relations and could 
influence the development of national politics in the future or come forward at a certain evolution-
ary stage as its components.

Theoretically, consideration of the proposed discussion problem of including the republics in 
the RSFSR is a "model" worked out by I. Stalin during the constitutive period of the formation 
of Soviet statehood and, of course, not supported by V. Lenin. As the subsequent practice of the 
development of a multinational state showed, this measure proved to be ineffective. In science, this 
situation was assessed as a "simplistic approach" [Bromley, Kozlov, 1987, 22-23]. Undoubtedly, 
the problem of forming both bodies of legislative and executive power, as well as civil society 
institutions, free from politicization of activities and characterized by active participation in law-
making work, interaction with state authorities, should be included among the important issues.

Among the priority tasks the author considered a complete rejection of the methods of man-
aging the system of interethnic relations, characteristic mainly for command and administrative 
policy, replacing them with a complex of mechanisms for regulating processes in interethnic rela-
tions [Bromley, Kozlov, 1987]. The author pointed out the continuing need for a comprehensive 
assessment of the forced migrations of peoples. The mechanisms of this measure were assessed as 
mechanisms for the implementation of national policy in the emergency situation during the war 
period of 1941-1945 and also in future.

The departure from the characterization of the sphere of interethnic relations is important, as 
from the "problem-free sphere" to the elaboration of mechanisms for the transfer of interethnic 
relations to a legal basis, which was carried out only in the 1990s. It is necessary timely to identify 
and respond to the "hidden" exacerbated facts of interethnic relations both at the interstate level 
and within the state. All this is accumulated in a set of problems for scientists to study, prepare rec-
ommendations for implementation, develop management decisions, and meet the needs of ethnic 
communities in the new Russian statehood.

The problem of federalism in the research of the 2000s

M.V. Stolyarov, the theoretician on national relations, in his scientific work "Federalism in the 
Russian Dimension: Notes by a Political Scientist, 1998-2009" (M., 2010), analyzes the main pain 
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points in the Russian space in the last two decades. These are four: 1) the relationship between the 
federal center and the subjects of the Federation, which are accompanied by the necessity of the re-
gion's survival, the resolution of political, financial, social and legal issues; 2) excessive fragmen-
tation and unexplained complexity of the federal system; 3) electivity of the heads of executive 
power, the way of forming the Council of Federation; 4) the interpretation of agreements on the 
delimitation of powers between the executive bodies of the Federation and its subjects [Stolyarov, 
2010]. The question of this fragmentation of the federal system deserves special attention.

The problem attracts by its versatility and acute contradictions between subjects and the center 
(Republic of Adygea, Karachay-Cherkess Republic and earlier – Ingush Republic). In our opinion, 
the issue remained a somewhat undeveloped in practical terms. If to consider it on the example of 
one of their Russian republics – Karachay-Cherkessia, the relapses of the past state national policy 
that corresponded to the existence of the union state were not eliminated. Undoubtedly, certain 
reforms were needed, which would indicate the unity of the Russian state, which could function 
without republics and have a uniform administrative and territorial arrangement. This will entail 
a certain reduction of the state apparatus in the subjects, the formation of a unified administrative 
system, the strengthening of the vertical of power, the reduction of monetary costs, and so on.

It would be possible to correct some other provisions in the administrative and state building. 
For example, the name Krasnodar Territory no longer corresponds to the administrative structure 
of the territory, since the Krai is "an administrative territory, which includes a national adminis-
trative entity (autonomous region) subordinate to the leadership of the regional center". After the 
release of Adygea from the territory of the region it would be logical to impart the status of the 
region, but the status was upgraded to the republican one. Already in the Soviet era, the criterion 
for distinguishing between the Krai and the region became non-strict (simplistic): there were no 
autonomous regions in the Primorsky Territory.

In our opinion, society in this sphere remains at the mercy of old stereotypes, overcoming 
them in tough interethnic contradictions, which is obvious, especially in multi-national autono-
mous republics (Karachaevo-Cherkessia, Kabardino-Balkaria, etc.). This was avoided for known 
reasons only in the former Chechen-Ingush Republic. Under the new conditions, peoples create 
their own material and spiritual values   independently and use them. Of course, such measures  
should be carried out with deep study, have a justification, and not be implemented on the basis 
of the well-known slogan "take as much as you want sovereignty". Of course, this is not a state 
approach.

It is necessary to develop ways to improve federal relations in parallel. Such transformations 
do not happen quickly. The realization of such a task is possible only in conditions of peace, stabil-
ity and civic harmony. Probably, according to academician V.A. Tishkov, the Russian community 
is not ready for this and for the perception of the concept of "Russian nation".

V.V. Savelyev, Professor of RAGS, noted it more broadly: "Such identification of character-
istics outstrips realities, for the degree of disunity existing in our economic and political life is far 
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from the civil unity and integrity of the population that can and should be called the Russian na-
tion" [Savelyev, 2015 , 21].

In this connection V.V. Savelyev also presents his vision of the discussed question about the con-
cepts "state-civilization" and "state-nation". At the same time, he notes both positive and negative fac-
tors, relying on the method of comparative analysis, argues for the advantages and necessity of striving 
for a state-civilization, a polyethnic civilization, fastened by the Russian cultural core, which, in his 
opinion, provides wider opportunities for the state itself and meets the needs of the people. The author 
comes to the conclusion that "in the theory of federal-national relations, the social education that is 
maximally broad and optimal for Russia is not a civil nation, but a polyethnic civilization" [Ibid, 22].

In short, it is necessary to correct the mistakes – legacies of past times. Therefore, the assertion 
that "one should not insist on changing the status of individual sovereign subjects" is unlikely to 
be acceptable in today's conditions. As for the transfer of rights and powers to the places, it leads 
to self-isolation, an increased tendency not to reckon with the center. In the concrete case, M.V. 
Stolyarov is right when he argues that "the optimal model for the federal development of the Rus-
sian Federation has not yet been found, since neither the Constitution of the Russian Federation 
nor the Federative Treaty became unifying factors in the approaches of the center and the subjects 
to the problem of optimal separation of power vertically" [Stolyarov, 2010, 66].

The solution of many problems in this sphere, in our opinion, would be more effective in the 
context of the creation of one-status entities on the territory of the Russian Federation correspond-
ing to the existence of Russia in a new format. The remaining layering of the six categories of 
subjects of the Federation makes the solution of the problems difficult.

Undoubtedly, the main directions of state national policy were outlined in the Constitution 
of the Russian Federation in 1993. They were specifically expressed in the Concept of the State 
National Policy of the Russian Federation (1996). At the same time, it is unlikely that the Concept 
should be viewed as a document that can not be changed. Life made amendments to the develop-
ment of social processes, interethnic relations, therefore, already in the early 2000s some adjust-
ment of the document was required. It became obvious that some tasks had already been imple-
mented and that certain provisions could be omitted.

Therefore, the statement of some researchers of the history of federative relations in Russia, 
that the Concept of the State National Policy of the Russian Federation "failed", can be considered 
absurd. Strategic document, which contains the basic directions of development of interethnic 
relations, reconciled with the previous period of development of society, taking into account the 
features of the 1990s (mostly the first half) and determining the prospect of their development, 
can not be a "failure". However, for example, M.V. Stolyarov, makes the opposite conclusion, he 
sees the "failed" state of the Concept in the fact that it does not take into account the fight against 
extremism and the manifestation of xenophobia.

It seems that the Russian community did not know similar phenomena until the end of the 
1990s. Although it is necessary to note that these phenomena are the result of more processes of 
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the 1990s. Thus, it is necessary to argue, otherwise the author's assessments are denounced with 
his own conclusions that "state national policy in the conditions of a multinational state is not a 
conjuncture moment, but a strategic line for the development of the Russian community, state-
hood."

A significant contribution to the development of the problem was made by F.L. Sinitsyn [Sin-
itsyn, 2010]. The rich factual material in the book analyzes the success of the USSR in the Great 
Patriotic War, submitted through the presentation of the state policy, and shows its general state 
after October 1917. New archival documents revealed by the author made it possible to refute the 
false statements that "Russia was at all times a" prison of nations". In connection with this, the 
author points out the conditions for the maturing of a completely new state national policy in the 
context of the war of 1941-1945, defined by Stalin in May 1941 as "a healthy, correctly understood 
nationalism".

F.L. Sinitsyn draws attention to the known forms and methods of struggle, which the Soviet 
leadership used with the aim of mobilizing the country's population to preserve the integrity of the 
state itself, the protection of its Motherland. In this regard, it was necessary to solve a difficult task 
in a multinational state – an organization to combat the alternative force, "anti-Soviet manifesta-
tions".

The book shows how not only the church, but also its parts were involved in solving problems, 
and other aspects of this complex problem. Of course, not all the author's ideas can be accepted. 
One can hardly agree with the fact that "after the October Revolution, the national policy in the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was completely reduced to certain internationalism".

The author emphasizes the importance for such a multiethnic state of such ideological atti-
tudes as "healthy, correct nationalism" and "Soviet patriotism". The study shows the significance 
of the "Russian factor" in the war of 1941-1945, the consolidation and unification of efforts of the 
peoples of the USSR, who acted as a unity against the fascists, and the role of the Russian people 
in strengthening relations with "non-Russian nationalities" in order to achieve victory over fas-
cism. In our opinion, the author makes the correct conclusion that "national policy began to use 
the concept of "the Soviet people" as a new historical community, first expressed in the speech of 
Professor M.V. Nechkina at a meeting of historians in the Central Committee of the CPSU (B) in 
the summer of 1944" [Ibid, 225].

N.N. Konstantinov (Ekaterinburg) presented in the monograph a detailed analysis of the poly-
ethnic community in 50 years before the collapse of the USSR [Konstantinov, 2012, 19-46]. The 
work analyzes both works of scientists and publicists. The study was carried out in the form of 
essays related to each other and reflecting the general state of polyethnicity in the territory of the 
USSR, with particular attention to one of its components – the Central Asian region. In general, 
the factor of multinationality of the community in the state is analyzed, as well as such general-
izing concepts as "the formation of the Soviet people", "empire", the political heterogeneity of the 
USSR.
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The research of N.N. Konstantinov can be regarded as the initial stage of studying a new 
period of history after the collapse of the USSR and its entry into a new state. At that time, ac-
cording archaeologists, a peculiar redeposition of the territory of the former state occurred in a 
new state. In this regard, the corresponding analysis of many trends in the development of society 
is presented. Among them are such areas of Soviet statehood as repression of ethnic groups of 
the USSR during the late Stalinism, ethnopolitics in the USSR, the role and position of Russian 
and other ethnic communities, the cultural aspect, ethnic conflicts of the individual in history, the 
conflict state of the community itself. At the same time, the RSFSR was singled out specifically as 
the main unifying territory around which the process of forming the USSR was taking place. The 
author defines the beginning of the 1990s as a turning point, when "the insolvency of the postulates 
about the friendship of peoples", "the inviolability of the peoples of the USSR" and the striking 
discrepancy between rhetoric about the results of socialist transformations and practice life" are 
completely revealed.

In 2012 V.Yu. Zorin, Doctor of Historical Sciences published a book "Ethnopolitics in modern 
Russia: articles, speeches, interviews" (Saratov) with a foreword by Academician V.A. Tishkov. 
The book is distinguished by the availability of voluminous information material and the author's 
thoughts about the very essence of the concept of "national policy", especially its understanding in 
the last two decades of the existence of Russia.

According to Zorin, "the national question as a problem of social relations is and always will 
be" [Zorin, 2012, 66], and further the author states that "there can not be a final solution to this 
question". On this occasion, the author also disagrees with the assertion of the Bolsheviks. "The 
Bolsheviks," he writes, "declared the national question definitively and completely resolved". But 
it really was so, if we compare it with the state, situation of ethnic communities (aliens, natives) 
in the Russian Empire. Later this conclusion was fixed in practice, however, the methods of this 
action, the mechanism in some cases were savage. All this enabled us to conclude that the national 
question was resolved in the discussions of the 1960s.

In our opinion, such a statement still belongs to the category of contentious. The national ques-
tion in full understanding of the content of this design applied to Russia (the USSR) was solved, 
and Soviet scientists came to this conclusion back in the 1960s. The same fact is recorded in for-
eign historiography.

Nevertheless, the lack of clear criteria in the practice of transition to interethnic relations 
causes some confusion in affirming the existence of a "national question". If you think deeply 
about the term "national", then it is more relevant to the definition of the characteristics of a policy 
derived from the concepts of "nation" and "national", but does not reflect the essence of the rela-
tions between its constituent ethnic communities in a multinational community, or rather, is not 
specific in its content. Therefore, it would be appropriate to talk about "interethnic relations": they 
are just being formed into a system of relations between ethnic communities; they represent some-
thing real, that is, the definition of the relations of societies that differ from one another.
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The author also responds to the discussions that took place during this period in the country 
on the content of the ingredients of the theory of national policy [Savelyev, 2010; Savelyev, 2012; 
Savelyev, 2013; Savelyev, 2015], in particular on the constituent parts of the theory of federal-
national relations, on the Russian civil nation, on the state-civilization and nation-state, about the 
"natural conflict of the Caucasian (North Caucasian) mentality", i.e., the national policy on the 
North Caucasus, one of the tense regions of the state, which is distinguished by its multi-ethnicity 
and multi-confessionality. This, of course, determined the ethno-cultural homogeneity of the con-
sidered part of the country's territory both in the 1990's and in future. First of all, the literature 
draws attention to the factor of spatiality, the location of the region between two civilizations – 
Islamic and Christian.

Thus, the question of ethnic identity as a component of the national policy, including the for-
mation of self-consciousness and national consciousness, the formation of the behavioral "model", 
symbols, traditional values   in the conditions of socio-political ties, is also closed. Hence the iden-
tity, including the North Caucasian, Crimean, etc., acquires new types, such as geopolitical and 
territorial [Bugai, Russian Koreans ..., 2014; Dashdamirov, 1997].

In this regard, it is advisable to consider the points of some Russian authors. Thus, Professor 
A.F. Dashdamirov focuses on the problem of identity in the ethno-confessional mosaic and ethno-
cultural heterogeneity of the Caucasus regions as the main source of interethnic contradictions and 
conflicts, discussed by E. Gellner and S. Huntington. The author denies existing assertions that, for 
example, the main reason for the conflict situation is rooted allegedly only in the fact that "a new 
line of cultural rift between different civilizations" is taking place in the territory of the Caucasus 
and the North Caucasus".

A.F. Dashdamirov consideres the possibility of living together of different denominations of 
the peoples of the Caucasus, proves the ability to protect the foundations of their religions (both 
Christianity and Islam), while pointing out the need to take into account not only the differences 
in cultural identity, but also the parameters of the territories of other regions, communities, the 
level of economic ties, the experience of joint living of peoples accumulated over the years, the 
existence of adequate strategies for the development of ethnopolitical security (Shturba, Bugai), 
sociocultural quality and other ingredients [Dashdamirov, 2017, 24-25; Shturba, 2009].

The independent direction of the national policy in the Russian Federation in the 1990s was 
the liquidation of the legacy of past times associated with the ongoing forcible resettlement of peo-
ples (from the 1920s to the mid-1950s). Over the past two decades, Russian historiography in the 
solution of this problem has been enriched by many scientific works performed both on a national 
scale [Bugai, 1992; Bugai, Peoples of Ukraine ..., 2006; Bugai, Mamaev, 2015], and in relation to 
its individual regions [Bugai, 1990; Bugai, 1992; Bugai, 1998; Bugai, Broev, Broev, 1993; Bugai, 
Gonov, 1997; Ibragimov, 2015]. In this connection, the situation in the sphere of economy and cul-
ture was considered [Bezugolny, Bugay, Krinko, 2012; Bugai, 2007; Bugai, Koreans of the South 
of Russia ..., 2015; Ibragimov, 2015], the implementation of social policies related to the organiza-
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tion of the life of immigrants. Their contribution to the enhancement of economic potential and the 
spiritual revival of peoples, the solution of security issues and the preservation of statehood itself 
was evaluated [Bugai, Security Issue ..., 2015; Bugai, Shturba, 2016; Vozgenikov, 2000; Metelev, 
2006; Radikov, 2004], participation in the fight against fascism and in ensuring the country's secu-
rity [Bugai, Security issue ..., 2015; Contribution of the repressed peoples of the USSR ..., 2010, 
v. 1; They fought for their Motherland ..., 2005].

The study of the problem in the context of further democratization  
of society: rehabilitation, civil society institutions

The focus was on the rehabilitation of victims due to the destructive impact on the people by 
public authorities [Bugai, 2005; Bugai, Rehabilitation of repressed Russian citizens ..., 2006; Bu-
gai, 2012] and the closely related issue of territories of forced relocation.

Although civil society institutions already appeared in the late 1980s and early 1990s, they 
were not legislated by the state, they did not define the forms of their relationship with the struc-
tures of the legislative and executive branches both in the center and in the places. It took place 
only in 1995 in connection with the adoption of the Federal Law No. 82-FZ "On Public Associa-
tions". With the first normative-legal act, the relations between civil society institutions and public 
authorities began to be built. This law later became the basis for the creation of national public 
associations, and since 1996 the system of such civil society institutions as the NCA (based on the 
Federal Law No. 74-FZ "On National and Cultural Autonomy") has been formed. In parallel, there 
was also a process of research into the problem of the place and role of these institutions in the 
consolidation of society and the protection of the interests of ethnic minorities in Russia, their in-
teraction with all institutions of civil society [Bugai, "His Secret in Life ..." ..., 2015; Bugai, 2017; 
Bugai, O Son Hwan, 2004; Kim, Stadnik, 2013].

Since 1990s up to XXI century there was a number of general historiographical reviews of the 
topic, which undoubtedly helped researchers to correctly place the accents of this complex social 
phenomenon in society, to determine the priority tasks for further study of the national state policy, 
to predict its further development [Amanzholova, 2007; Bugai, Etenko, 1988; Bugai, 2005; Bugai, 
2008].

In fact, since the 1990s society has received answers to many questions of this difficult pe-
riod of development of Soviet statehood. However, this does not mean that all issues have been 
resolved. In this respect, the question arises about the role and actions of the state, in particular 
the Russian Federation, in promoting the self-realization of "punished" peoples and groups of the 
population. This aspect is worth special attention. The conclusion is unequivocal: the solution of 
these problems is possible, but only with the active participation of the structures of state power.

The research clarified many quantitative characteristics, spheres of labor utilization, the solu-
tion of the problem of employment, the organization of living conditions for special settlers both 
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at the national and regional levels, their daily activities, employment, the nature of labor, which 
contributed to the multiplication of the branches of the national economy, to the struggle against 
fascism during the war years.

The study of migration in Russia

The study of the problem of migrations in Russia in the 1990s-2015 was noticeably advanced. 
In everyday life there appeared such a notion as "compulsory migration of the population", which 
was connected with the migration of peoples and population groups in the 1940s and later. Un-
doubtedly, the main part in the development of the topic belonged to ethnologists. They pub-
lished rich scientific research in the 1900s-2017 [Vitkovskaya, 1993; Contribution of the repressed 
peoples of the USSR ..., 2010, v. 1; Ivanov, 1997; Nazarova, 1999; Peoples of Russia ..., 1997; 
Tishkov, 1997].

They analyzed In their works on a documentary basis theoretical and practical aspects of mi-
gration, employment of the population; regional aspects of migration; internal and external intel-
lectual migration, its impact on the quality of labor resources; the dynamics of different groups of 
the population, including the unemployed, and many other aspects, including the national compo-
nent. The issue in the Russian Federation was urgent, therefore, studies on this problem were in 
demand, literally following the latest developments of the 1990s [Bugai, 2002; Bugai, the Chechen 
Republic ..., 2006; Bugai, Sim Hon Hon, 2004; Pak, Bugai, 2004]. In the 1990s there was pub-
lished a large volume of scientific articles on various aspects of national policy [Aliev, Kurbanov, 
Yusupov, 1994; Bugai, Ingush and Chechen republics ..., 2014; Bugai, Soviet Italians ..., 2014; 
Bugai, Security issue ..., 2015; Bugai, 2016; Vashchuk, Chernolutskaya, 2014; Kobleva, 2006; 
Korkmazova, 2009; Rvacheva, 2014; Takhnaeva, 2017]. However, they differ more in the form 
of questions and do not reveal the essence of the given topic, which, of course, does not allow to 
judge the significance of the article itself, and thus the contribution to the development of such a 
complicated problem.

Nevertheless, publications of this kind determine research directions, offer additional material 
for a more comprehensive study of the problem, disclose the situation in the sphere of national 
policy by regions of the country, the state of interethnic relations, the position of the constituent 
national policies (Cossacks, migrants, repressed peoples and population groups, representatives of 
civil society institutions, ethnic minorities, etc.).

In 2014, a number of events took place in the development of Russian statehood, primarily 
related to the return of the Republic of Crimea to Russia following a referendum of citizens of the 
republic held in March 2014. As a reaction to them, there appeared such a form of exchange of 
views as "telebridges" among the public, scientists, practitioners of the national policy sphere. This 
was also due to the publication on April 21, 2014 by the President of Russia V.V. Putin's Decree 
No. 268 "On measures to rehabilitate the Armenian, Bulgarian, Greek, Crimean-Tatar and German 
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peoples and state support for their revival and development" [Bugai, Forced Relocation of the 
Crimean Tatars ..., 2015].

Conclusion

Ethnologists and sociologists have been engaged mainly in the development of the problem of 
interethnic relations in the Russian Federation. Since the early 2000's many scientific works were 
published which summarize work with arriving migrants' flows, the influence of migration on the 
internal processes of interethnic relations in Russian statehood, and the issue of forms and methods 
of working with migrants, etc.,

Undoubtedly, the problems of interethnic relations on the territory of Russia in the 1990s – 
2017 are still poorly represented in Russian historiography, which is largely due to the weakness of 
the accumulated material, i.e., the formation of a source base. There are few published collections 
of regulations and materials on various components of the system of interethnic relations in the 
Russian statehood. Scientists-historians still have a lot to research. A meaningful and constructive 
answer is needed to all the challenges of our time.
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Аннотация
Статья посвящена актуальной проблеме многонационального сообщества – состоя-

нию межэтнических отношений, их разработке в российской историографии. Целями 
статьи являются рассмотрение состояния историографии самой проблемы на сегодняш-
ний день. Стоит отметить, что события в этой сфере всегда развиваются на грани исто-
рического и психологического факторов. В связи с этим должны бы проявляться по-
вышенное внимание и ответственность. Посредством анализа изданной литературы по 
проблеме национальной государственной политики принимается попытка определиться 
в комплексе с такими аспектами темы, как состояние многонационального объединения 
России, экономика, сфера культуры, состояние условий для формирования самосозна-
ния и национального сознания граждан, реализации принципов демократизации сооб-
ществ, а также состояние степени разработки названных проблем в исторической науке. 
Анализ представленных научных трудов позволяет сделать выводы о происходящем 
процессе удовлетворения интересов граждан, консолидации национальных сообществ 
в государстве с целью решения их собственных житейских вопросов, формирования 
самосознания и национального сознания, конструкции новых форм и «моделей» работы 
с населением. Также стоит указать и на выработку новых социальных схем регулирова-
ния национальных процессов в стране, формирование таких условий, в которых много-
национальному объединению народов Российской Федерации жилось бы удобно.
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